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Our Institute of Vocational Studies NSS VOLUNTEERS participated in the “NSS 
CAMP” by NSS Cell. The camp was for three days, i.e. from 24March 2021 to 
26March 2021. Many students from B.Ed 1st yr took initiative and participated in 
the camp.   
The camp took place in Satpula Lake, Haus Rani and nearby area. It was organised 
under the guidance of our teacher Ms.Nahid Raees. The motto of the camp was to 
spread awareness among children and adults.   

On the first day 24March many small children were gathered and the students make 
them aware of many good social habits. Good touch and Bad Touch were also 
taught to them which would help them in their future. Educational Games were 
also played with those children. They were distributed some eatables by the students 
and we’re involved in many innovative activities.  

On the second day of the camp, i.e:- 25March, students were highly active and were 
aware of many good steps that could be taken for the progress of those children. 
Students enacted a Nukkad-Natak on the theme of Women Empowerment and  
Safety. Students were given their respective dialogues and they all presented it in a 
much beautiful way. They addressed their thoughts and opinions to the viewers in a 
brilliant way and was able to make them understood about the importance of 
woman safety and empowerment.  

On 26March, that was the last day of the camp, a great initiative was taken by the 
students. The students roam around in the nearby streets of Haus Rani and recited 
many slogans on social issues like equality for women, child marriage, dowry issue, 
etc. The people on the streets got some valuable knowledge and the women’s in 
their houses got aware of their rights.   



Students contributed their best efforts, took great initiatives and were extremely 
active throughout the camp. Their attitude towards those small children was highly 
generous and friendly. The way they shared information with the people on their 
streets was highly engaging.   

At the end, The aim of the camp to aware people was successful and everyone 
enjoyed to their fullest.  


